The Earth-Moon system has often been characterized as having some characteristics of a "double planet" system. It is demonstrated that while the orbital barycenter of the Earth-Moon pair lies inside the radius of the Earth, the Moon does meet all three requirements of the IAU definition for "planet" and therefore the Moon can correctly be identified as the Solar System's 9 th planet. In order to avoid confusion by this development it is necessary to add definitions for "double planet", "double dwarf planet", "satellite planet", and "satellite" to complement the International Astronomical Union definitions for "planet" and "dwarf planet". The Earth-Moon system meets the requirements of a "double planet" system while the Pluto-Charon system meets the requirements of a "double dwarf planet" system. In order to extrapolate sub-stellar taxonomy to exoplanetary systems, general formation mechanisms (star-like gas collapse in molecular clouds vs. proto-planetary disk formation) should be included in the definitions for the various classes of sub-stellar mass bodies.
Introduction
Due to the large radius of the Moon relative to the Earth, late 19 th to late 20 th century textbooks frequently suggested that the Earth-Moon system, in some respects, can be characterized as a double planet [1] - [7] . While the terms "satellite" and "double planet" have not been formally defined by the International Astronomical Union (IAU), it has been proposed that a pair be considered a "double planet" if the satellite is massive enough that the orbital barycenter lies between the pair and outside the body of the primary [8] . The mutual orbital therefore the system does not qualify as a double planet according to this definition.
The IAU definition for "planet" requires that a body meet three criteria to qualify as a planet. The body must: 1) orbit the sun; 2) be massive enough to self-gravitate into a spherical shape; and 3) dynamically dominate or "clear" its orbital zone. While the Earth-moon system does not meet the proposed orbital barycenter definition for a double planet, it can be verified that the Moon does meet all three requirements for planethood as defined by the IAU even though it has not been included on the IAU list of planets. The omission of a body, the Moon, that qualifies as a planet according to the criteria of the IAU definition for "planet" can be addressed with one or more of the following changes: 1) adding the Moon to the list of planets as the Solar System's 9 th planet; or 2) refining the definition of planet with additional criteria the Moon does not meet; or 3) adding definitions for "double planet" and "satellite" to the IAU taxonomy.
This paper is organized as follows: Evidence that the Moon meets all three criteria of the IAU planet definition is discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4. In Section 5 the implications of the Moon as a planet are discussed and new dynamical definitions are proposed to complement the IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet"
definitions. Section 6 is the conclusion.
The Shape of the Moon
The IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet" definitions both require a body have enough mass to self-gravitate into a spherical shape. The minimum radius an icy body can have and still self-gravitate into a spherical shape is ~200 -225 km [9] [10].
The smallest spherical icy moons in the Solar System have masses of 3.7 -6.6 × 10 19 kg (Table 1) . For rocky bodies the minimum radius to attain a spherical shape is ~300 km [9] . The smallest unambiguously spherical rocky body in the Solar System is the dwarf planet Ceres with a mass of 9.47 × 10 20 kg. The mass of the Moon is therefore at least 80 times greater than the minimum mass a rocky body needs to attain a spherical shape. 
The Moon's Orbital Clearing Capacity
The IAU planet definition requires that to qualify as a planet a body must be dynamically dominant and have "cleared the neighborhood around its orbit". [8] . International Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics
Soter [13] proposed that a body is dynamically dominant in its orbital zone if its mass is at least 100 times greater than the mass of all other bodies currently sharing its orbital zone. The "planetary discriminant" (μ) is defined as the mass of a candidate planetary body (M) divided by the mass of all bodies crossing its orbital zone (m) [13] . According to the data provided in [13] proposed by [13] .
Based upon the recent formulation of Margot [14] a body needs a minimum mass of 7.4 × 10 21 kg to clear the Earth's orbital zone within the main sequence lifetime of the Sun ( Table 2 ). The Moon's mass is therefore 10 times greater than the minimum mass needed to clear the Earth-Moon system orbital zone and massive enough to clear orbital zones at least as distant as Jupiter ( Table 2) .
As orbital clearing has been defined by [8] [13] [14] , the Moon, by itself, exceeds the minimum mass needed to clear the Earth-Moon orbital zone.
The Moon's Orbital Primary
The first requirement of the IAU planet definition is that a planet must orbit the "If we execute the numerical calculation in the case before us, we shall find 2.209:1 for the proportion in which the intensity of the force which retains the Earth in its orbit round the Sun actually exceeds that by which the moon is retained in its orbit about the Earth." by [16] . The Moon's orbit never loops around the Earth and is always concave toward the Sun [16] .
The TOW value and orbital figure for the Moon both demonstrate that the Moon's orbital primary is the Sun, not the Earth. Therefore, while the Moon is generally characterized as the Earth's satellite, the Moon's orbit is that of a planet orbiting the Sun.
Discussion

Dynamical Classes for Spherical Solar System Bodies
In the preceding sections it was demonstrated that the Moon meets all three criteria necessary for planethood as described in the IAU planet definition: 1) the Moon has a heliocentric orbit; 2) the Moon has a spherical shape; and 3) the Moon has sufficient mass to dynamically clear its orbital zone. The Moon therefore legitimately qualifies as the 9 th planet of the Solar System and the Earth-Moon system is a double planet pair. International Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics There are several important challenges this conclusion presents. First, having established a definition for "planet" in 2006, it is important that the IAU keep the list of planets updated to include all bodies that meet the criteria of the planet definition. With the parameters established by the IAU's "planet" definition, there is no formal criterion that justifies exclusion of the Moon from the list of planets unless the IAU passes a modification to the current planet definition. Second, by adding the Moon to the list of planets a taxonomic challenge is created in that satellites are also collectively referred to as "moons" and the body from which this name was generalized is not actually part of the "moon" class.
One reason for this dilemma is that while the IAU has formal definitions for spherical bodies that clear their orbit (planets), and spherical bodies that do not clear their orbit (dwarf planets), the IAU has not provided a definition resulting in a distinct category for spherical satellites such as Io, Europa, Ganymede, Callisto, Titan, and Triton. These spherical satellites are larger than the dwarf planets, and two have a larger radius than the planet Mercury. In addition, the IAU has not provided a definition for the circumstances under which a pair of bodies qualify as a double planet or double dwarf planet rather than a planet-satellite pair.
The following definitions are recommended to resolve these gaps in taxonomy: Double planet: a pair of bodies orbiting the Sun, with each having enough mass to dynamically clear the orbit and self-gravitate into a spherical shape, and also meeting one or both of the following criteria: 1) the orbital barycenter lies outside the radius of the larger body in the pair; or 2) the Sun, rather than the larger planet in the pair, is the primary for the orbit of the smaller body in the pair. Both bodies in a double planet pair are planets. Double dwarf planet: a pair of bodies orbiting the Sun in an orbit that is not International Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics dynamically cleared, with both massive enough to self-gravitate into a spherical shape, and also meeting one or both of the following criteria: 1) the orbital barycenter lies outside the radius of the larger body in the pair; or 2) the Sun-rather than the larger dwarf planet in the pair-is the primary for the orbit of the smaller body in the pair. Both bodies in a double dwarf planet pair are dwarf planets.
Binary planet-dwarf planet: a pair of bodies orbiting the Sun in an orbit that is dynamically cleared, with both massive enough to self-gravitate into a spherical shape, but with the smaller in the pair having insufficient mass to clear the orbit, and also meeting one or both of the following criteria: 1) the orbital barycenter lies outside the radius of the larger body in the pair; or 2) the Sun, rather than the planet in the pair, is the primary for the orbit of the smaller body in the pair.
Satellite planet or spherical satellite: a body massive enough to self-gravitate into a spherical shape with a primary orbit around a planet or dwarf planet.
Satellite: a body with insufficient mass to self-gravitate into a spherical shape that has a primary orbit around a planet, dwarf planet, or small solar system body.
These definitions, in combination with the IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet" Table 3 . Spherical trans-Neptunian bodies not yet included on the IAU dwarf planet list are not listed in Table 3 . Table 3 . Spherical sub-stellar bodies of the solar system. can also occur when both bodies in a pair sharing a common orbital barycenter have orbits that are concave toward the Sun, and for which the Sun is pulling with more gravitational force on each body than either body's gravitational pull on the other. Runyon et al. [22] proposed calling spherical satellites "moon planets" but the classification of the Moon as a planet makes the special designation "satellite planets" preferable.
Exoplanets and Brown Dwarfs
The IAU planet and dwarf planet definitions only apply to the Solar System as they state that a planet must orbit "the Sun". The IAU definitions can be extended to exoplanetary systems by changing "the Sun" to "a star". Margot [14] found that the Kepler and non-Kepler exoplanets discovered to date all have a mass exceeding the minimum mass required to clear their orbital zone within the main sequence lifetime of their host stars.
An interesting problem is presented by the existence of free-floating planetary mass bodies [23] . These bodies are not orbiting a star and therefore do not meet the requirements of the IAU planet definition. Some of these bodies may be planets formed in a proto-planetary disk around a star that subsequently have been ejected from their orbit. Others may have formed from star-like gas collapse mechanisms and represent the low mass end of the stellar formation process-brown dwarfs.
The IAU has defined brown dwarfs as sub-stellar bodies that exceed the deuterium burning limit, or 13 Jupiter masses, regardless of formation mechanism. However, based upon formation mechanisms, brown dwarfs form by gas collapse mechanisms in molecular clouds whereas planets form in a proto-planetary disk around a forming star [24] [25]. Star-like gas collapse mechanisms can form bodies below the deuterium burning limit, and bodies formed in a proto-planetary disk can exceed the deuterium burning limit [25] - [30] . Mass-radius and mass-density relationships from 0.3 to 60 Jupiter masses lack any distinguishing feature at 13 Jupiter masses to indicate any physical significance to deuterium burning [31] [32] .
Given these problems it has been suggested that formation mechanism, not the deuterium burning limit, should be used to define the difference between giant planets and brown dwarfs [25] .
The issue of formation mechanism must be resolved in order to consistently extend the IAU planet definition to exoplanetary circumstances. Are free floating planetary mass bodies planets or brown dwarfs? Is a spherical body orbiting a brown dwarf a satellite or a planet? Is a body exceeding the deuterium burning limit that formed in a proto-planetary disk a brown dwarf or a planet? These questions cannot be answered without deciding how formation mechanism should be incorporated into the definitions.
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An objection to including formation mechanism in the definitions for "brown dwarf" and "planet" is that it may be difficult to assign a formation history to individual sub-stellar bodies and our understanding of formation mechanisms is certainly incomplete [14] . However, brown dwarfs were originally identified as star formation products that do not acquire sufficient mass to begin hydrogen burning on the stellar main sequence [33] . The distinction between a brown dwarf and a giant planet is tightly linked to formation mechanisms [25] .
The following definitions are recommended for extending the taxonomy of spherical sub-stellar bodies to additional exoplanetary circumstances not found in the Solar System:
Brown dwarf: a gaseous, sub-stellar mass body, formed by star-like gas collapse mechanisms, with insufficient mass to enable core hydrogen fusion.
Rogue planet: a free floating, sub-stellar mass body, formed in a protoplanetary disk, with sufficient mass to self-gravitate into a spherical shape, which has been ejected from its circumstellar orbit, and therefore no longer orbits a star or brown dwarf.
Since brown dwarfs form in a star-like manner, spherical bodies orbiting a brown dwarf that formed in the brown dwarf's proto-planetary disk are planets or dwarf planets. The IAU definitions for planet and dwarf planet should be modified to include the requirement that these bodies formed in a proto-planetary disk.
Conclusions
In this paper it has been noted that the Moon is a spherical body that is capable of clearing its orbit, and has a primary orbit around the Sun rather than the Earth. Therefore, the Moon meets all three criteria the IAU established for identifying a body as a planet and should be recognized as the 9 th planet of the Solar System. In recognizing the Moon as a planet, it becomes necessary to complete the taxonomy started with the IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet" definitions by providing clear definitions for "double planet", "double dwarf planet", and "satellite planet".
The Earth-Moon system is a "double planet" and the Pluto-Charon system is a "double dwarf planet". Recognizing the spherical satellites (e.g. Ganymede, Titan) as the special class "satellite planet" corrects the lack of a special designation to distinguish these important spherical planetary bodies from the much more numerous non-spherical satellites.
Using the IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet" definitions, along with the definitions provided in this paper, results in the following numbers for spherical Solar System bodies (Table 3) : 9 planets, 6 dwarf planets, and 17 satellite planets. The number of planets, dwarf planets, and satellite planets can be expected to grow as new data confirms the mass and orbital traits of additional trans-Neptunian bodies and attendant spherical satellites.
In extending the IAU definitions to exoplanetary systems and free floating planetary mass bodies, it is helpful to include formation mechanism in the definition International Journal of Astronomy and Astrophysics to distinguish brown dwarfs from giant planets. Brown dwarfs are formed by star-like gas collapse mechanisms. Planets, dwarf planets, and spherical moons are formed in a proto-planetary disk. Free floating sub-stellar mass bodies will therefore be "rogue planets" if they are formed in a proto-planetary disk and were ejected from their circumstellar orbit. If the free floating sub-stellar body is formed by gas collapse in molecular clouds, it is a brown dwarf.
Finally, it is worth noting that some disagreement over the IAU "planet" and "dwarf planet" definitions persists. The new definitions presented here may help resolve the disagreement in several advantageous ways. First, the definitions presented do not require any significant changes to the IAU definitions but instead provide definitions that cover additional circumstances. Second, by establishing a definition-"satellite planet"-for spherical satellites, the geophysical importance of all spherical sub-stellar bodies is formally recognized and allows the revised classification of Pluto to "dwarf planet" to be set into a more complete context. Third, by establishing clear definitions for "double planet" and "double dwarf planet" Pluto's companion Charon can be correctly recognized as another dwarf planet in the Solar System.
